**REGIONAL TALLO UPLOADS**

**AZHOSA 2023**

---

**Events**

The following events have a REQUIRED Regional Tallo Upload

- Health Career Photography
- Job Seeking Skills
- Research Persuasive Writing and Speaking
- Research Poster
- Community Awareness
- Health Education

---

**DEADLINE**

All events listed MUST have the appropriate Tallo Uploads BY

**JANUARY 13 2023**

There will be an additional upload requirement for SLC and ILC. You may edit your submission between events.

---

**What do I upload?**

Follow the event guidelines to specific information on what to upload to the appropriate Tallo Link.

---

**Where do I upload?**

AzHOSA will send out the Tallo Links in December. They will also be posted to the AzHOSA Website.

---

**My Event Guidelines say theres an upload...but its not listed here...**

There is NO upload required for Regionals BUT there will be a STATE UPLOAD REQUIRED and ILC UPLOAD REQUIREMENT